Lt. 680 MC&W Sq (30ADH), 22 Dec 58, Organizational Emblem

23d Ind (AFPM-12-C)

SQ USAF, Washington 25, D. C.

TO: ADC (ADPPS-P)

(3 Nov 1959)

1. In accordance with APR 900-3, 19 May 1958, the following emblem is approved for the 680th Aircraft Control and Warning Squadron:

**DESCRIPTION:** On a disc bordered silver-gray, a stylized landscape depicting an Air Force blue mountain with white snow on its peak silhouetted against billowing white clouds and a deep turquoise blue sky; atop the mountain a white radome shaded turquoise blue between four (4) silhouetted Air Force blue pine trees, two (2) in dexter (right), two (2) in sinister (left); above the radome, flying downward to dexter two (2) Air Force golden yellow stylized aircraft; outlines and details Air Force blue throughout; on the border Air Force blue markings to indicate the hours as on a clock.

**MOTTO:** On an Air Force golden yellow scroll, edged and inscribed Air Force blue, NULLI SECUNDUS, Second to None.

**SIGNIFICANCE:** Our emblem is symbolic of the continuous air defense vigilance performed by this squadron. The border, indicating the hours as on a clock, represents the twenty-four hour watch manned by the unit's personnel while the radome on the mountain top and the fighter aircraft symbolize our general location and mission. The use of the Air Force colors, ultramarine blue and golden yellow, indicate ours is an Air Force unit.

2. Attached is the official painting of the emblem described above, to be forwarded to the unit for file and guidance in reproduction.
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